Create a streamlined process,
from quality blank to final product.
PACK SEPARATELY. SHIP TOGETHER.
In cooperation with SanMar, our company particpates in Pack
Separately. Ship Together. (PSST), a program that allows us to
streamline our processes for better efficiency.
As a result, we’re able to pass along the savings to you with some
exceptional benefits.

How it works.
After signing up with us to participate in this program, here’s what you do.
1. Send your art work to us.
2. Order your quality blanks from SanMar and have them drop-shipped
to us via the PSST method. (Early order cut off 1 pm).
3. Receive your final decorated product directly from us or let us drop ship
the order directly to your customer.

The Benefits.
Free delivery on all orders. Because we are able to receive all of our SanMar orders
in bulk, we can pass along the shipping savings to you. Just make sure to select PSST ship
method when ordering online or via phone.
Daily shipping schedule. All orders receive free freight, regardless of the merchandise
amount. We have arrangements with SanMar for daily shipments from our default warehouse,
any order coming from another facility will still receive free freight and ship via ground service
directly to us.
Every purchase order packaged individually. The heart of the program, packing
purchase orders individually eliminates the time and energy usually required to unpack and
break out orders.
Exclusive spoilage coverage plan. Now if an item gets damaged during
embellishment, you don’t have to worry. Our company works directly with SanMar for
replacement product or credit.
Reduced restock fee. Sometimes orders have to be returned. Now when that
happens, you can minimize or eliminate extra costs.
Discount spec samples. When a picture isn’t enough, a sample is the perfect
option. Get decorated SanMar samples at a discount on Nike Golf, Columbia, OGIO,
New Era and private label brands.
Single point of contact for every issue. Have a question? Now you don’t have to
call us and SanMar. Instead, you have a single point of contact for all questions with us.

To learn more about the benefits we can offer you, call or visit us today.
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